In terms of the provision in statute 30(3) of the University Act, the Vice Chancellor is pleased to depute the following as members of Postgraduate Board of Studies in the subject of Psychology:

1. Dr. Satvir Singh
   In-Charge, Department of Psychology
   Ch. Bansi Lal University, Bhiwani
   Ph. 9466818568
   Email: satvir130360@gmail.com

2. Prof. Vikas Kumar
   Dean, Faculty of Commerce and Management
   Ch. Bansi Lal University, Bhiwani
   Ph. 9899844584
   Email: prof.vikaskumar@gmail.com

3. Dr. Nav Rattan Sharma,
   Chairperson, Department of Psychology
   M. D. University, Rohtak
   Ph. 9355612805
   Email: sharmanty@gmail.com

4. Dr. Rajbir Singh
   Professor, Department of Behavioural Sciences,
   SGT University, Gurugram
   Ph. 9416380748
   Email: rajbirsinghmdu@gmail.com

5. Dr. Devender Dalal
   Assistant Professor, Dept. of Psychology
   Govt. College, Bhiwani
   Ph. 9813117710
   Email: dalaldevender63@gmail.com

(Outside Expert)

(Outside Expert)

Copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:
1. All the above members
2. Controller of Examination, CBLU, Bhiwani
3. P.S. to Vice Chancellor (For kind information of the Vice Chancellor) CBLU Bhiwani
4. P.A. to Registrar (For kind information of the Registrar) CBLU Bhiwani
5. Finance Officer, CBLU Bhiwani
6. Advisor (Academics) CBLU Bhiwani
7. In-Charge, Computer Centre for uploading on CBLU website